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Chapter 4. The subtle effects of topography  
Section 4.4 
Main references 
Variable depth and Earth rotation 
Time scales larger or equal to f-1
Coriolis term is introduced, bottom friction still neglected. 
 
 
                                                              H=H(x,y)
                                                              
 
                                                              we take the curl of the transport equations by             
                                                              cross-deriving and taking the difference  
                                                              (f is  assumed constant): 
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Depth integrated vorticity balance 
Variable depth and Earth rotation 
The “right hand side” (R.H.S.) of the equation above is zero IF: 
 
• The curl of the wind stress vanishes 
• η=η(H,t) (the surface elevation at any given time t is constant along the isobaths) 
   
In this case the time integration of the above equation recover the result found for a constant 
depth basin (see notes about wind setup in an arbitrary size basin): 
 
 
 
 
 
That indicates that vorticity of the depth averaged motions is generated by stretching/squashing of 
the water column due only to rise/fall of the free surface.  
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Variable depth and Earth rotation 
The equation above indicates that vorticity generation similarly may depends on depth variations. 
The vorticity tendency depending on bottom slope is given by the term: 
 
 
 
 
Defining the geostrophic velocities: 
 
 
 
We can rewrite 
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Variable depth and Earth rotation 
If the geostrophic flow “runs into a slope” (bottom depth), the corresponding stretching/squashing of 
the water column give rise to vorticity generation. 
 
Where the vorticity tendency associated with bottom slope vanishes (the geostrophic velocity is  
ALONG depth contours) the dynamics is more or less as the one seen for the constant depth 
basins. 
 
IF NOT new phenomena arise (seen later………..) 
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Variable depth and Earth rotation 
          Cross-shore wind case 
Consider 
The motion over a semi infinite inclined plane beach determined by a cross 
shore wind uniform in space and time 
 
 
                                                                                              (x≥0)
 
The depth distribution is given by a linear function of distance from shore 
       
                                                                 H=sx
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Variable depth and Earth rotation 
          Cross-shore wind case 
Again no sea level gradient  along y can develop. Then: 
 
 
 
 
Also 
 
 
 
 
 
And we seek a non oscillatory solution of the system. 
 
Posing                     we have: 
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Variable depth and Earth rotation 
          Cross-shore wind case 
From the  system: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We can eliminate V to get: 
 
                                                            re-arranging…. 
 
 
 
Or also (developing the derivative of a product and introducing H=sx, 
 assuming then a constant slope bottom) 
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Variable depth and Earth rotation 
          Cross-shore wind case 
 
 
 
Introducing the length scale:: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Posing:                                                                                                 we (finally) arrive to: 
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Variable depth and Earth rotation 
          Cross-shore wind case 
 
 
 
 
The solution is: 
 
 
 
Where K0 is a modified Bessel function (second kind) 
 
Bessels Functions 
Are the canonical solutions of the Bessel’s differential equation: 
 
 
For an arbitrary complex number α (order of the Bessel function) 
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Variable depth and Earth rotation 
          Cross-shore wind case 
The 2nd kind modified Bessel function Kα(x)  
Approaches 0 for xà∞ and approaches ∞ for xà0. 
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Variable depth and Earth rotation 
          Cross-shore wind case 
The 2nd kind modified Bessel function Kα(x)  
Approaches 0 for xà∞ and approaches ∞ for xà0. 
 
 
The solution has then a singularity at  xà0   
(Very close to the shore the dynamics is dominated by the surface wave  
breaking.) 
and it is therefore realistic from some small finite distance x 
 
The longshore transport  is determined by: 
 
 
 
 
V and  η are constant respectively along y  and time, therefore the continuity equation  and 
the no- flow shore boundary condition yields               everywhere.  
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Comparing the flat  bottom and the variable depth solutions for the cross-shore wind case 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The solutions have the same qualitative behaviour: ηà0 and V àMye far away from the 
coast (x>>Rs). RsIn the variable depth solution plays the role of R in the flat bottom one. 
The general character of the variable depth wind setup solution differs little from the flat 
bottom one. 
 
 
Variable depth and Earth rotation 
          Cross-shore wind case 
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Flat bottom                   Variable depth 
Rs =
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f 2
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x
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The general character of the variable depth wind setup solution differs little from  
the flat bottom one, as anticipated by the analysis of the vorticity balance, as the  
curl of the wind stress adopted vanishes. as well as the vorticity tendency due to 
slope. 
 
                                                      with 
 
 
The spatial scale is  
 
Rs: a very large quantity in the order od 103 km or more (much larger than R). A constant 
slope is un realistic over such distances. 
Variable depth and Earth rotation 
          Cross-shore wind case 
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Non oscillatory solution for the variable depth along-shore wind case. 
The forcing is: 
 
 
 
 
As usual no long shore pressure gradient can develop. 
Again no vorticity tendency associate to wind stress curl  and to bottom slope 
The following apply: 
 
 
 
 
And we get the same equation seen for the previous case (constant slope is assumed). 
   
Variable depth and Earth rotation 
          Along-shore wind case 
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The boundary conditions at x=0 are:               and from  
 
 
 
 
 
And the solution is: 
 
 
 
Variable depth and Earth rotation 
          Along-shore wind case 
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Comparing the flat  bottom and the variable depth solutions for the cross-shore wind case 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Solutions are again closely analogous to those obtained from the flat bottom case. 
 
                                             At x<<Rs                    U=0
                                          In the offshore:  ηà0 and U àMye  
Variable depth and Earth rotation 
          Along-shore wind case 
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Flat bottom                   Variable depth 
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As previously described, local solution is found by  resolving velocity into  a pressure field 
(u1 and v1) and a frictionally induced (u2 and v2) field, the latter being only function of depth 
(in an homogeneous fluid). 
Disregarding bottom friction u2 and v2 are described by an Ekman layer ( for H>>De) 
In shallower water the neglected bottom friction determines unrealistic results.  
 
For the long shore wind case the pressure field induced velocity profile is given by 
                                                 
                                               obtained from                                                        by 
                                         
 
                                                subtracting Ekman transport  and dividing by H
                                              
 
 
 
 
 
Variable depth and Earth rotation 
          The local problem 
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At x <<Rs: 
Significant cross-shore velocity  u1 (water column BELOW De is being stretched/squashed) 
The correspondent vorticity change can be seen from the vorticity tendency equation written 
for u1 and v1. 
Taking the transport equation system 
 
 
 
                                                   deleting the  
                                                    stress term 
                                                   and dividing 
                                                   by H
 
 
 
 
                                                  
Variable depth and Earth rotation 
          The local problem 
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Recalling 
that 
(See notes 
about “local” 
solution: 
U=Hu1+U2
V=Hv1+V2
Variable depth and Earth rotation 
          The local problem 
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And finally taking the curl and developing the derivatives one obtain…….. 
 
Recall that U2=V2=0 (we are at H>De) and  ∂
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Variable depth and Earth rotation 
          The local problem 
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Water column stretching/squashing  
due to……  
 
 
For the long-shore wind case:                      then  
     
Bottom 
slope……  
Surface 
Elevation 
 change 
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Variable depth and Earth rotation 
          The local problem 
Recall that solutions for the long-shore wind case are: 
 
 
 
 
 
And                                             H=sx à
 
 
 
Substituing: 
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Variable depth and Earth rotation 
          The local problem 
Note that: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
To have: 
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Variable depth and Earth rotation 
          The local problem 
Close to the shore (ξ<<1): 
 
                                                                                                                 à1
And 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Then the vorticity tendency is strongly concentrated near the shore: i.e. the water 
column is stretched/squashed when leaving/approaching the shore. 
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Variable depth and Earth rotation 
          the local problem 
Note that the term 
 
                                                                                                                
 
Is proportional to                 and for (ξ<1) is small with respect to the term  proportional to  
 
bottom  slope, that therefore, at realistic distance from shore, dominates.   
Example: 
The up- down-ward velocity                    is typically about 10-4 cm s-1. 
A 10 cm s-1 coastal current  10 km wide adjusting to a geostrophic equilibrium  in a period f-1 
experience a free surface rise/fall of 1 cm. 
A wind stress of 0.1 Pa acting over a 100 m water column generates a cross-shore velocity u1 of  
 
1 cm s-1.  with a bottom slope                                 the corresponding                       is 10-3 cm  
 
s-1, one order of magnitude  larger than   
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